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Introduction
Magic: the Gathering is a card game that represents a story generally involving two spell-
casting demigods who create their own armies and artifacts from a collection of spells. 
Players construct their own deck of spell cards that they use to defend themselves and defeat 
their enemies. Sometimes all players create decks using the same “card pool” and sometimes 
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they collect the cards on their own. 

The beginner version of Baby Steps uses the following set symbol: . Baby Steps is a much 
easier way to play Magic: the Gathering and was developed to help people learn how to play 
the game without requiring them to be thrown in the deep end right away. There are multiple 
difficulty levels for Baby Steps. The easiest difficulty level (Baby Steps 1) is the beginner 
level, and the second level of difficulty is the intermediate level (Baby Steps 2). Even the 
intermediate level of difficulty is much easier than any other Magic set.

I recommend that people who want to play the beginner level of Baby Steps print three of 
each card. There are fifty beginner level cards, so everyone will end up with 150 cards total.

There were some “beginner” level Magic sets made in the past called Portal, but even Portal 
was much more complicated than the beginner level of Baby Steps. 

The story
Magic: the Gathering as ordinarily played might be the most complex game in the world, but I 
believe thinking of the game as the representation of a story can make it a lot easier to play 
that one might expect. Knowing the rules is a lot easier when you know why the rule exists. 
They exist to make sure that you can tell a certain story involving spell-casters and fighting 
monsters. Compare that to games like Go Fish, which have incredibly arbitrary rules that has 
no basis in reality at all. Memorizing rules to games like that might be harder because there's 
no story to associate the rules with.

Some of my thoughts of how it can represent a story and a fantasy world are the following:

The main story of each game is a battle between spell-casters. The main element of the battle 
involves various fights between creatures. The creatures can attack or block. Blocking 
creatures are protecting someone from harm. A creature's power is how much harm they can 
do (perhaps with sharp teeth), and their toughness is how hard it is to kill them. Things like a 
Stegosaurus will be a lot harder to kill than something like a lion. 

And why do things become tapped? Because resources are limited and creatures can only do 
so much in a turn. They can't just keep attacking over and over forever before the opponent 
has a chance to respond.

The story element does involve fantasy elements. You are a powerful being that can cast 
spells and create various creatures. However, your powers are limited. You can only draw so 
many cards, which represent your options—the spells you can cast and lands you can claim as 
your own. And you require lands to get the magic energy needed to cast spells, so you can't 
just cast all your spells right away.

Basic Rules

Deck construction
Each player makes a deck of at least 40 cards during limited events (where people make 
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decks with cards provided during organized play or tournaments) or 60 cards in constructed 
events (where players make the decks prior to organized play or tournaments). More cards are 
allowed as long as they can be physically handled by their owner.

When playing with the cards available for the beginner version of Baby Steps, I advise players 
to each choose what color they want to play and take all thirty cards of that color along with 
twenty lands of the appropriate type (Plains for white, Islands for blue, Swamps for black, 
Mountains for red, and Forests for green). (There are ten beginner level cards of each color, 
and I would advise you to print three copies of each card.) That will end up giving you a fifty 
card deck. 

Basic lands are not included, and they are real Magic cards. You can buy them at various 
game stores or on ebay.

Starting a game
Before the game begins, the following must happen: 

1. First, each player's deck is sufficiently randomized by being shuffled and treated as a 
face-down draw pile (called the “library”).

2. Second, randomly determine who chooses who goes first. (Such as flipping a coin.) 
The person who chooses can either choose to play first (have the first turn) or draw 
first. Whoever has the first turn in a two player game skips her first draw step.

3. Third, players each draw 7 cards by taking the top 7 cards of their library and keeping 
the cards hidden from other players.

4. Fourth, each player can choose to have a mulligan – to shuffle her hand into her 
library and draw a new hand. The tournament-style mulligan rules are that players 
draw one fewer card each time, so the first mulligan would end up giving the player 
six cards, the second mulligan would give the player five cards, etc. I am not a big fan 
of those rules and would suggest giving people at least one free mulligan when 
playing the game causally. 

Win conditions
Players start with 20 points of life. If a player has 0 life points or less, that player loses the 
game. Also, whenever a player would draw a card with no cards in his or her library, he or she 
loses the game. The last player left wins. Once a winner is determined, the game is over.

Game zones
Each player has four zones (areas) used with these cards:

1. The battlefield – The “in play” area on the table. Cards on the battlefield are objects 
and organisms that can effect the game through a permanent presence. 

2. A graveyard – The discard pile is called the “graveyard.” Cards in the graveyard are 
no longer of use.

3. Library – The draw pile is called the “library.” Cards in the library are face down and 
random, and cards drawn are taken from the top of the library. Players use their deck 
as a library.
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4. A hand – Cards in each player's hand are face down but they can be seen by their 
owner, and they can be played by their owner. 

Tapping
Permanent cards (such as creatures and lands) enter the battlefield untapped (right-side-up). 
When they are tapped, they are turned sideways. They remain tapped until your next untap 
step (at the beginning of your turn). Tapped creatures can't attack or block, and tapped lands 
can't be used to get mana (pay the costs of cards).

Card types
There are three card types used with these cards: sorcery, creature, and land: 

1. Sorceries only have a single effect on the game as they resolve. They are put into the 
graveyard after they resolve.

2. Creatures are permanents that are used to attack and block. They are used to deal 
damage and destroy your opponents. Creatures can't attack the turn they come under 
your control (usually by entering the battlefield). This is known as “summoning 
sickness.”

3. Lands are permanents that are used to produce mana (which is used to pay the costs 
of sorcery and creature cards). See the section on “playing cards” found below for 
more information.

Creature attributes
Creatures have two main attributes when they are on the battlefield (the two numbers shown 
on the bottom right hand side). The first number is a creature's power, and the second number 
is the creature's toughness. For example, a creature with “2/3” on the lower right-hand side 
has two power and three toughness.

1. Power –  How much damage the creature deals in combat. A creature with 2 power 
deals 2 damage in combat.

2. Toughness –  How much damage it takes to kill the creature in a single turn. A 
creature with 3 toughness survives after it's dealt 2 damage, but it dies as soon as the 
third damage is dealt in a single turn.

Additionally, some creatures have the flying ability. Creatures with flying can only be blocked 
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by other creatures with flying. 

Sorcery effects
Sorceries do whatever is stated on them, but there are some technical ways to interpret these 
abilities and do what is printed on them. The following are various common effects with a 
technical definition:

1. Damage – Cards and abilities make it possible to deal damage without entering 
combat. Once a character has taken damage equal to its toughness in a single turn, it is 
destroyed.

2. Destroy – Permanents can be destroyed, and they are put into the graveyard.
3. Discard cards – A player puts cards from his or her hand into their graveyard.
4. Draw cards –  A player draws cards from the top of his or her draw pile.
5. +3/+3 – Some cards can change the power and toughness of one or more creatures. 

For example, +3/+3 would make the creature bigger. A 1/1 creature that gets +3/+3 
until end of turn becomes a 4/4 creature until the next cleanup step. A creature that has 
0 toughness or less at any time goes to the owner's graveyard.

Ownership
Each player is considered to be the “owner” of all cards that are part of her deck. Cards are 
also controlled by their owner unless specified otherwise. You can only choose to attack or 
block with creatures you control, and you an only choose to tap lands for mana that you 
control.

Priority
Players have priority during their turn until they pass priority. Players who have priority can 
play cards, declare attacks, or declare blocks. After priority is passed, the next player gets 
priority in the clockwise direction. If all players pass priority, then one period of time ends 
(e.g. the draw step) and the next period of time begins (e.g. the precombat main phase).

Playing cards
Each player can play one land card during his or her turn during a main phase, and each 
player can cast any number of nonland cards during her main phases as well. 

Some sorcery cards and abilities require players to choose targets. For example, a certain 
sorcery card (Lightning) can deal 3 damage to target creature or player. These cards require 
that the target is chosen as the card or ability is played.

Nonland cards have a cost (seen on the upper right-hand side of the card), and they can only 
be played if you pay the cost. Cards have a cost equal to a number of mana symbols of a 
certain color (white, blue, black, red, or green), and one mana of that color can be attained by 
tapping the appropriate land for mana. A Plains produces a white mana, an Island produces a 
blue mana, a Swamp produces a black mana, a Mountain produces a red mana, and a Forest 
produces a green mana. For example, you can cast a card that costs  by tapping three 
untapped Mountains that you control.
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The mana symbols look like the following:

1.  – White mana. Tap an untapped Plains to get a white mana.
2.  – Blue mana. Tap an untapped Island to get a blue mana.
3.  – Black mana. Tap an untapped Swamp to get a black mana.
4.  – Red mana. Tap an untapped Mountain to get a red mana.
5.  – Green mana. Tap an untapped Forest to get a green mana.

Mana must be spent right away. You can have mana float in your mana pool during a phase, 
but it is erased from existence at the end of each phase.

Taking turns
Players take turns in a clockwise direction. (Whoever is to the left of the first player goes 
second.) 

Turn order 
There are five phases (main periods of time) during each player's turn that are relevant to the 
beginner level of Baby Steps:

1. Beginning phase
(a) Untap step – All untapped (sideways) permanents a player controls are untapped 
(turned right-side up) at the beginning of his or her turn during the “untap step.”
(b) Draw step – Players draw a card during their draw step.

2. Precombat main phase – Players can cast certain cards and/or play a land card during 
his or her main phase.

3. Attack phase – Players can attack with creatures during his or her attack phase.
(a) Declaring attackers
(b) Declaring blockers
(c) Combat damage is dealt
(d) End of attack phase

4. Postcombat main phase – The same as the precombat main phase, but after the 
attack step.

5. End phase
Cleanup step – Damage is removed from creatures at the very end of each player's 
turn and before the next player's turn. Additionally, players must discard down to 7 
cards during his or her cleanup step.

Each phase or step is over as soon as all players have nothing else to do. More information 
about the attack step is presented in the next section. Once a player finishes her cleanup step, 
the next player's turn begins.

Attack Step
Attacking is divided into three steps:

1. Declaring attackers – When a player attacks, any number of untapped creatures that 
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player controls are chosen to attack and the player must choose which opposing player 
each creature is attacking. (Creatures that the attacking player got that turn can't be 
used to attack.) Once attackers are declared, all attacking creatures are tapped.

2. Choosing blockers – Then the defending player(s) chooses any number of untapped 
creatures he or she controls to block with and which attacking creature to block with 
it. Attacking and blocking creatures enter combat. If two or more creatures blocks an 
attacking creature, then the attacking creature's controller orders the blockers by 
deciding what order the attacking creature will deal damage to the blocking creatures
—which blocking creature will be assigned lethal damage by the attacking creature 
first, second, third, etc. (Lethal damage is equal to the creature's toughness minus any 
damage that the creature has already taken that turn.)

3. Combat damage – Creatures deal combat damage equal to their power to anything in 
combat with it (blocking it or blocked by it). If an attacker is in combat against two or 
more blocking creatures, then more than one of the blocking creatures can be dealt 
damage as long as the attacking creature can deal more than lethal damage to one of 
them. For example, a creature with 2 power can deal 1 damage to two different 
blocking creatures that have 1 toughness each. Creatures that aren't blocked deal 
damage to the player they are attacking. Creatures are destroyed when they have taken 
damage equal or greater than their toughness. (Destroyed permanents are put into the 
owner's graveyard.)

Card Layout
In addition to having an image, each card conveys information: The card title, cost, type, text, 
power, toughness, and artist. The image below shows what an actual card could look like and 
explains where various bits of information are located:
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